
What’s New in Symphony?

New updates on Symphony include a new layout for Chat Details as well as the 

ability to edit chat room names in-line. New features & partners were also unveiled 

at Symphony Innovate 2017.

Watch our “Welcome to Symphony” videos and  view the release notes for details 

around the latest updates.

BUILDING WITH SYMPHONY
Week of October 9, 2017

Symphony in the News:

There has been an exciting development in the open source community. Last week, both 

Symphony and Deutsche Bank announced major code contributions to the Symphony Software 

Foundation. Learn more about Symphony’s & Deutsche Bank's contributions.

Symphony Highlight Corner:

"Thousands of people can create change by putting their hands on a keyboard and creating a 

piece of software...Hats off to the Symphony community, it's already personally inspired 

me." - Elisha Wiesel, CIO of Goldman Sachs

How Can You Create a Better Content Consumption Experience on Symphony?

Users are leveraging Symphony to automatically curate tagged content into relevant feeds for topics they're 
interested in. At Symphony Innovate 2017, T. Rowe Price and RBC demonstrated how signals and the 
Symphony Idea Engine reduce information overload prevalent across Sales & Trading, Research, Portfolio 
Management, and a range of other groups that exchange views & content.

In the demo, they showed how users can 
reduce the time-consuming work of sorting 
through chats and emails in order to find the 
relevant content, while content senders gain 
the ability to receive feedback on what their 
counterparts are interested in. The 
Symphony Idea Engine allows a user to 
quickly select topics they're interested in as 
well as the people they want those updates 
from. These preferences become a curated 
feed in the form of a signal. The Symphony 
Idea Engine can also save time with auto-
tagging (powered by Selerity). This means 
that our users can start getting more relevant 
content, faster, as well as understand what 
their counterparts are interested in.

Visit our event replay page for more 
demos like this.
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